DESCRIPTION

The new text on networking adopts a consistent approach to covering both the theory of basic networking technologies as well as practical solutions to networking problems. The structure of the book helps students to form a picture of the network as a whole. Essential and supplemental material to help both instructors and students will be made available from the booksite which will include visualisations of networking problems and solutions.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Victor and Natalia Olifer, Moscow, Russia are a prize-winning and best-selling husband and wife author team. Collaborating with A-List translators - experts in translating computing books by eastern european authors - they will spend a sabbatical year in London designing the courseware to accompany this textbook.

RELATED RESOURCES

Instructor

View Instructor Companion Site
Contact your Rep for all inquiries

FEATURES

Expert author team with long and proven track record

For additional product details, please visit https://www.wiley.com/en-us